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According to oﬃcial data quoted in a contribuDon to this conference about one half of the current
global GDP depends on nature, the availability and quality of which depends of sustainability,
reaching beyond the concept of sustainable development, even beyond the concept of sustainable
future – to cover SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOR of all of us billions of humans living now.
We humans of today and of the coming generaDons need to expand the noDon of corporate social
responsibility to the concept of SOCIETAL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, including both the CORPORATE and
INDIVIDUAL responsibility for ones’ inﬂuences over society, meaning our own COMMON SURVIVAL
now and tomorrow, here and elsewhere on this beauDful, but LIMITED PLANET.
ContribuDons to this conference are making us aware that the global humanity is striving at the
SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE SOCIETY via our most global organizaDon, the UNITED NATIONS and its
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS. These goals should beZer be called HUMANKINDS
SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOR GOALS, aimed at humankind’s survival.
Too many decisive, not only inﬂuenDal persons and organizaDons, including MINISTRIES OF
ENVIRONMENT AND SPATIAL PLANNING are facing crucial and very demanding dilemmas, such as
INVESTMENT that is found necessary for the so called ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT on one hand, and
the growing number of INHABITANTS OF THE PLANET EARTH and their/our need for HEALTHY ROOM
TO LIVE, FOOD, WATER AND AIR, on the other hand.
Agricultural land is shrinking to make room for new investment. If nature destroys nature, this is
called DISASTER; if humans destroy nature, this is called PROGRESS, DEVELOPMENT. But we humans
cannot eat new buildings, larger apartments, capable computers and other tools. Social responsibility
does not include WORKFARE REPLACING WELFARE, or the current reducDon of HEALTHY AIR to only
EIGHT percent of humankind; etc.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT concept has not favored health over growth of exploitaDon of health,
neither prevenDon of the need for medicaDon over development of medical faciliDes. SURVIVAL OF
HUMANKIND DEMANDS SUSTAINABLE BEHAVIOR AND FUTURE.
It the new CORONA VIRUS CRISIS has done anything good in Spring of 2020, it has shown that the
ENVIRONMENTAL problems really are MENTAL problems and causes by HUMANS rather by nature
outside human inﬂuence.
And so on. We, members of the IRDO InsDtute for the development of social responsibility are glad to
see that the SYNERGY OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR INFLUENCES OVER SOCIETY, OF INTERDEPENDENCE
AND HOLISTIC/INTEGRAL/COMPREHENSIVE APRROACH can be aZained and generate beneﬁt. We are
proud to make our contribuDons, this Dme by adding ﬁnding of ﬁby authors to the more than one
thousand authors speaking and publishing in our ﬁbeen conferences. We should also menDon
authors publishing in our beyond twenty further books. And hope for more good pracDces, which are
much more numerous than described in public media, because they tend to report more on problems
resulDng from SOCIAL IRRESPONSIBILITY and needed acDon to be solved. Humans are by nature
causing and solving problems.

But now the only period of several decades of a rapidly growing easy life aber millennia of less easy
life is running out of resources. SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR MUST REPLACE THE SPOILED
BEHAVIOR OF THE 15 PERCENT of humankind EXPERIENCING THE CRISIS OF AFFLUENCE. WELFARE
INCLUDES MUCH MORE THAN CONSUMPTION BEYOND REAL NEED. SYSTEMIC BEHAVIOR MUST
REPLACE THE ONESIDED ONE FOR HUMANKIND TO SURVIVE. The United NaDons’ sustainable
development goals are very good criteria, once they BEHAVIOR GOALS AND PRACTICES rather than
limited to growth beyond natural limit, wrongly called development.
Many cordial thanks for your cooperaDon, aZenDon to these challenges, worry and acDon!
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SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19: Questions about a world ethical
governance for a societal and environmental responsibility in
health science research.
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Abstract
Why did a new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, emerge without anybody being able to identify
neither the reservoir nor the vector? Why did it trigger a multi-faced pandemic disease
COVID-19? Why does it look like other human infecting viruses? Is this the result of an
accidental similarity, an evolutionary convergence or a technological artefact? What is the
origin of the virus? Why the released coronavirus couldn’t be a HIV candidate vaccine? What
technology is needed to built a HIV biomimetic coronavirus? What can we learn from the
study of the scientific and social story of the virus and disease? What lesson could we learn?
Keywords: COVID-19, evolution, genetic engineering, HIV, SARS-CoV-2, vaccine.
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Quarantine:
from Serenissima Repubblica di Venezia to 21st Century
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Abstract
The practice of Quarantine, as we know it, began during the 14 th Century to protect coastal
cities from plague epidemics. Ships arriving in Venice from infected ports were required to sit
at anchor for 40 days before landing. This practice, called Quarantine, was derived from the
Italian words quaranta giorni which mean 40 days. Venetians adopted and used CyberSystemic approach (meaning a requisitely holistic management/influence) several centuries
before Aleksander Malinovsky/Bogdanov, Ludwig von Bertalanffy and Norbert Wiener
launched their Tektology, General System Theory, and Cybernetics. Based on the research and
use of Bogdanov’s Essays in Tektology – Crises of Forms (as a methodological foundation),
the authors used Bogdanov’s consideration of two types of crises: ‘’Freezing’’ and
‘’Explosive’’. The ‘’Freezing’’ brings equilibrium through their resolution, and the
‘’Explosives’’ destroy systems. Using the study of Tektology, one can not only study the crisis

but also predict its occurrence. Some classes are collapsing, while the remaining ones are
m o r e v i a b l e . Such interpretation – using Bogdanov’s Tektology – of Crisis
management/tackling Pandemics is unique, revolutionary/controversial in some selected
viewpoint, and beyond the state of art.
1. Keywords: Quarantine, SARS-CoV-2, Tektology, Crisis management, Cyber-Systemic
approach/behavior

